Mojo

Revolutionising property management,
one process at a time
Mojo is an eco-system of web-based apps, perfectly integrated with all
Trace’s enterprise-level property systems. Each app takes an individual
property management process and makes it faster, simpler, better.

Benefits

•Accurate, approved data
•The confidence to automate
•Interactive real time reports & enquiries
•Simplified forms, with unnecessary fields removed
•Comprehensive audit trails, with notes &

		 supporting evidence
Puts the right app in front of the right person at the 		
		 right time
The person closest to the data actually enters the data
Allows suppliers, tenants, clients & investors to
		 self serve
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Description
Mojo apps range from lease input forms (with up to five
levels of approval), to sophisticated dashboards that
display personalised portfolio information in real time.
Mojo engages all your staff, automatically putting the
right app in front of the right person at the right time. It
ensures that all the data stored in your system is accurate
and fully approved, to give you the confidence to
automate. And it permits real time reporting and
enquiries.
Outside your organisation, it allows suppliers, tenants,
clients and investors to self serve.
Mojo is revolutionising
property management,
one process at a time.

How Mojo works
Mojo adds a light, intuitive cloud layer to Trace’s
famously rock solid enterprise software. Crucially, it
opens up that software to the non-expert: Mojo apps
can be used by staff across your organisation
without training.
As one example, a Mojo app for data entry will contain
only the fields that the individual user is able to
complete. The form then passes to others for further
enrichment or approval, and its contents are stored
as draft until the point it is allowed to update the live
database.
Other Mojo apps provide reports and information in
real time, via personalised online dashboards. Still more
allow suppliers, tenants and investors to self serve. But
each (and we are developing new ones all the time)
has been designed iteratively to optimise for business

Get a demonstration
Please get in touch with
Adam Mackay on +44 (0)20 7825 1299
or email us at hello@tracesolutions.co.uk.

function and more especially for user experience.
People prefer to use Mojo apps rather than traditional
systems. That’s the genius of the Mojo system.

Mojo apps currently available
Mojo Smart Forms
Mojo Approvals
Mojo Enquiries & dashboards
Mojo for Suppliers
Mojo for Tenants
Mojo for Clients & Investors
Mojo Smart Invoice Approval
Mojo Task Management
Mojo Activity List

“I was so excited when I first saw Mojo I had to have it!. It’s so simple. I love it. It takes me
moments to do something that used to take me
half a day. I just feel so much more productive.
I’m churning out so much more work, it’s incredible!”
Claire Hutchcraft, Associate Director, Rapleys

Enterprise-grade property management software
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